ECO-PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH
ALMOE :
How does it work?

A research based on environment
The Agency for Sustainable Development ALMOE ® aims to significantly improve the
first development of our territories, our living environments (public, professional and
personal) and our habitats, by engaging resolutely Searches eco-friendly.
Thus, the main activity of the ALMOE agency is to study, to research and develop the
best scientific approaches that will improve our lives and those of future generations,
while preserving those of other species in their natural environments.
An ambitious program for eco-friendly innovations
Our Scientific Committee, composed of five members with authority, says the work of
search program for two years, subject to obtaining their financing.
For the period 2014-2015, were scheduled four areas of work search:
- Formulation of an inertial bio based composite to reduce the scorching effects
- Development of an exo-structure dynamic exchanges to maintain the health
and comfort users
- Analysis of polymorphic territory for reprogramming urban sustainable
development
- Comparison and links between urban and environmental psychology and
phytosociology
Needed financial contribution
The share in technological and scientific studies accounts for over 80 % of our
business.
Funding of R & D is partially supported by public aid and loans.
That it is essential to carry out this search to receive private funds that do not call into
question the independence and neutrality of our agency and its researchers.
As a corporation, your foundation or private company can pay us a monetary
donation, under the "environmental philanthropy." As an individual, an individual can
we donate for research for the environment. The amount of your gift is free (minimum
€ 50).
Accordance with the legislation in force, we will give you a receipt, without any
return conditions.

If you meet certain conditions of the General Tax Code , including a national of
French law or domiciled in France, be subject to income tax (CIT ) for business or for
income tax (PIT) for individuals, you will receive a credit or a tax reduction of up to
60% of your donation. We invite you to learn prior to the Service Tax which you
depend.
Let's work together for Research for the environment
Your gift for Research, made either by check or by bank transfer, can be selective.
You can choose to specifically support one of our works that you search for.
Your donation will advance research. For your furthered information, please contact
us.

